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• Fire protection
• Water treatment
• Boiler Feed
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish H&V
News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only pUblication
catering exclusively for these industries and its
circulation includes members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building Services
ntractors'
ociation (MEBSCA); The Association of
onsulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors' Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors Association;
The Maintenance, Energy & Environmental
Technology Association (MEETA) which
incorporates energy managers and maintenance
managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institufe of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantsfTrade Supply Outlets; Irish
Property & Facilities Managers Association.
In addition, Irish Building Services News circulates
to independent building services contractors and
key executives in industry. Government, Semi-
State and local authority bodies. Essentially, our
circulation is virtually saturation coverage of all
those with an interest and/or involvement in the
industry.
OPINION
Completion Certs for Refrigeration,
AC 61 Ventilation Systems
In the electrical contracting industry, a Completion Certificate signed
by a registered electrical contractor, or a registered inspector,
confirming that an electrical installation has been carried out in
accordance with ETCI's National Rules for Electrical Installations must
be submitted to the ESB before electrical power is supplied to the
installation.
However, on large projects where there are several electrical
contractors, there is a problem in ensuring that all the so-called
subsystem electrical installations on the project are tested and certified
properly. The main electrical contractor does not want to accept
responsibility for installations that are not part of his specification, such
as refrigeration installations, air conditioning and ventilation systems,
etc. The resulting situation where these "electrical subsystems" are not
subjected to inspection by suitably qualified external parties or
subsystem certification by the installing contractor is unsatisfactory.
This situation has been examined by interested parties, including the
Association of Consulting Engineers of Ireland, Register of Electrical
Contractors of Ireland, Association of Electrical Contractors of Ireland,
Electrical Contractors Association, Electrical Contractors Safety and
Standards Association, Electricity Supply Board, Electro-Technical
Council of Ireland, Health & Safety Authority, and the Royal Institute of
Architects of Ireland.
After meetings to examine this problem, the above organisations
agreed on the introduction of a certification system, similar to the
existing Completion Certificate, stating and verifying compliance with
the National Rules for Electrical Installations. This new certificate is the
HCI Subsystem Completion Certificate.
In the future, the intention is that building services consulting
engineers will include a statement in their specifications that an HCI
Subsystem Certificate is a requirement of the contract.
This is a milestone development, especially for the mechanical services
sector, and one which should be adopted and supported by all.
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PRODUCT REVIEW BATHROOMS
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are strong for thermostatics.
The world market is
growing at 1.4% per year by
real value and 2.3% by
volume. The products are
generally mature worldwide
and the outlook dictated by
the vagaries of the
economic climate. Falls in
the Far East are being
countered by better
performances in some
emerging markets, notably
in the Indian subcontinent
and Latin America.
Supply structure
A key feature of the world
sanitaryware market is that
most manufacturers
identified in the study are
strong in one or two
countries. There are
relatively few pan-regional
brands, and only a handful
of truly global players.
This is particularly true
for taps and mixers where
individual countries are
dominated by strong local
companies which typically
specialise in the medium
and low-quality end of the
market. Worldwide, only
Delta (Masco), Grohe,
Hansgrohe, Hansa, Moen,
Ideal/American Standard,
Sludi and Roca are strong i
more than one region. In
addition, there are another
13 brands strong across
particular regions.
The picture is similar for
fixtures with the main
global players for ceramic
sanitaryware being
American (Ideal) Standard;
Armitage Shanks; Cisa;
Kohler Oacob Delafon);
Roca; Toto (Keramag/
Sanitec); and Villeroy &
Boch. For other products
one can add Geberit (plastic
cisterns), and Ariston MTS,
Jacuzzi, Caradon group for
baths. However, there are
another 40 brands which
are strong across individual
The same is true for the
$6.8 billion taps and mixer
market, with Latin America
easily the second largest
shower market in the world
after the huge Western
European market.
In contrast, the USA is
the clear world leader for
basin mixers (known as
"lavatory faucets") in this
country. There are huge
variances by fitting type,
with the USA the largest
region for 2-handle, but
Europe the largest for
I-handle. China dominates
the world pillar market and
Japan and Western Europe
Figure 1: World's largest markets for baths, sanitaryware, taps and
mixers, value (USS million).
USA;:=--Japan
Germany
Italy
China
UK
Spain
France
SoUlhAfnca
Korea.
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Australia.
Figure 1: World markets for bathroom sanitaryware analysed by
region, value (USS million).
Canada
Brazil
Saudi Arabia
RUSSia
USA, with its heavy
emphasis on whirlpool
baths, accounts for over
40% of the world acrylic
bath material; Germany
dominates the world
markets for enamelled steel
baths and plastic cisterns
with a market share of 25%
in each case; and Italy and
Spain account for half of
the world bidet market.
World Bathroom
Equipment Survey
Results
According to the latest
BSRlA report, the world
market for baths,
sanitaryware and taps and
mixers was $17.4 billion in
1997 and is dominated by
the USA, Japan and Western
Europe with 70% of the
world market by value. By
individual countries, there
are a few surprise entries,
notably Saudi Arabia, Russia
and South Africa. East Asia
representation is low,
primarily because of the
current economic
difficulties (Figure 1).
The structure is very
different for individual
product areas. For baths
and bath fittings, Japan is
the single largest region
followed by Western Europe
and the USA. These three
together account for nearly
80% of the world market
(Figure 2).
In Japan the prime
function of the bath is for
relaxation, after the
cleaning process in a
separate shower area. As the
same bath water is used by
other members of the
family, Japanese baths are
usually installed with bath
heaters to keep the bath
warm. As a result, home
appliance manufacturers
such as Hitachi and
Matsushita also supply
baths in Japan.
In contrast for other
sanitaryware, Western
Europe totally dominates
the market followed by the
USA and then, surprisingly,
Latin America.
Within this there are
further differences. The
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regions.
Most markets in the world
are extremely competitive
with many imports and
several local manufacturers
fiercely competing for
market share. The
exceptions are as follows:
o Australia and New
Zealand, which are totally
dominated by Caroma for
ceramic sanitaryware;
o Spain, where Roca has a
stranglehold on both the
ceramic sanitaryware and
the taps and mixer market.
(Spanish people often say
fI'm going to see Mr Roca"
when visiting the
bathroom);
o Japan, where Inax and
Toto share 90% of the
ceramic sanitaryware
market.
Product Peculiarities
Across the 48 countries
covered by the study -
which includes Ireland -
BSRIA has uncovered a
number of unique products
and practices in individual
countries:
• In the UK (the sixth
largest market in the world)
low water pressures and the
use of tanks in the attic has
resulted in major markets
for instantaneous electric
showers using a 5-9kW
heater, and so-called
"power showers" which
mostly use a pump;
• The giant USA market
with its focus on
standardisation is
characterised by high sales
of individual pieces, ie
single WCs, baths and
basins, rather than an
entire suite as elsewhere.
The USA also has the
highest ratio of sales and
taps and mixers (known as
"faucets"), compared with
fixtures (baths, basins, etc)
in the world;
• China dominates the
world pillar tap market
(40%) by volume and is
second only to India for
squatter WCs. Many
squatters in rural areas do
not have a mechanical
flush;
• In India and Pakistan
there are almost no baths
sold, most of the
population bathe by filling
a bucket with water and
using a mug to wash
themselves in a designated
room with one or two-pillar
taps, or wall mixers, used
for bathing and laundry;
• In Latin America and
South East Asia, where the
temperature is hot almost
all year round, many
showers are run off a single
cold pillar tap.
• In Brazil, so-called
"instantaneous electric"
showers are used with an
electric plate element
located in an enlarged
shower head. Also in Brazil
and parts of the Middle East
"hygienic shower handles"
or bidet showers are found.
BSRIA's study: "The
World Market for Bathroom
Sanitaryware, Taps and
Mixers" was published in
January 1999. The report
covers 48 individual
countries structured to a
similar format and is
published in four volumes -
Americas; Far East and
Oceania; Middle East,
Indian Subcontinent and
Africa; and Europe. The
study can be purchased as a
whole, by individual
volume/region, and even a
single country.
Contact: Andrew Giles,
BSRIA.
Tel: 0044 1344426511;
Fax: 0044 1344487575;
Email: andrewg@bsria.co.uk
Two Respected Names -
One Reliable Source.
Be sure to choose Tubs & Tiles and Heatmerchants for your entire tile,
bathroom, wood flooring, heating and plumbing supplies.
As both are open nationwide, you don't have to travel far to experience exceptional
quality and service for yourself!!
ri,4TUBS & TILE5~
f
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Raphael Ensuite with luxury mahogany seat and Raphael basin
monobloc tap. Details from Armitage Shanks.
The classic Raphael suite ... from Armitage Shanks
Heatmerchantsl
Tubs 61 Tiles:
'Bathrooms are
a Fashion
Business'
We spend six days each
year in the bathroom yet it
remains one of the most
neglected rooms in terms
of style and design. No
more say Heatmerchantsl
Tubs & Tiles.
At any of their 20
nationwide showrooms
you'll find the most up-to-
the-minute designs in
bathrooms with something
to suit every budget and
taste. Heatmerchants/Tubs
& Tiles are the leading
suppliers of quality
bathroom suites in Ireland.
Their constant effort to
remain as the number one
retailer of bathroom suites
ensures that they sell the
most stylish sanitaryware
available in Ireland at value
for money prices.
Choosing a modern-day
bathroom suite, accessories
and tiles is really a fashion
business. The bathroom
isn't just a functional room
- it says something about
the people who own it.
Bathrooms today are a far
cry to the gaudy colours of
the seventies. Simple
colours such as white,
ivory and soft cream are
very much in vogue. What
distinguishes the bathroom
of the nineties from the
bathroom of yesteryear is
the attention to detail in
the styling of the suite.
Most suites now have
mouldings in various styles
that allow the customer to
simple clean lines of the
suite also ensure that it
fully complements all nine
fitted furniture finish
options. The contemporary
style of built-in furniture
perfectly enhances
Raphael's elegant lines. The
range has been designed to
be equally suitable for a
main bathroom, ensuite or
cloakroom.
Raphael back-to-wall
isn't just attractive - it
offers practical benefits.
These include:- designed to
fit flush to the wall;
eliminates the clutter of
pipework; creates valuable
storage space; hygienic and
easy to clean.
With the option of a
wide range of Armitage
Shanks fitted furniture, and
a choice of taps and
fittings, Raphael back-to-
wall provides the perfect
solution for any bathroom.
On the broader front,
other new additions from
Armitage Shanks include
the Westdale contract
vanity unit; Synergy Care
shower enclosures; Havana
Fireclay inset sinks; and
new Cloakroom basins and
Cloaks Pedestal.
Contact: Brian Redmond,
Armitage Shanks.
Tel: 01 - 456 4525.
Raphael means that all
tastes and situations are
catered for.
Since its relatively recent
launch the Raphael has
proved extremely popular
and the most recent
addition - the Raphael
BTW Suite - is a natural
development. Like the
original, Raphael back-to-
wall's classic styling ensures
it looks equally at home in
both contemporary and
nostalgic settings. The
Raphael
BTW -The
Art of
Bathroom
Design
Brought Up-
To-Date
Armitage Shank's Raphael
is a beautiful, elegant
classic. It has been
designed to combine good
looks with complete
versatility.
Add wooden fittings to
Raphael and create a
traditional effect, showing
off its subtle upstand and
graceful contours. The suite
looks even better with the
Warwick claw foot bath.
Alternatively, team
Raphael with a modern
seat and the classic Raphael
bath, to create a look with
pure, simple lines. The
flexibility and beauty of
PAGE 4 BSNEWS APRil 1999
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/
Highly competent and
trained sales
representatives are on hand
in the showrooms to
recommend the ideal
bathroom suite and
accessories for your
requirements.
For those interested in
sanitaryware for
commercial applications,
all Heatmerchants and
Tubs & Tiles branches have
a representative who will
be able to specify the exact
suite for you.
Heatmerchants/Tubs &
Tiles branches are located
in Athlone, Cork(2),
Dublin, Galway, Kilkenny,
Limerick, Navan, Sligo,
Tralee and Waterford.
Contact: Head Office at
Tel: 0902 - 24000 for
further information.
The Westminister Suite from The Imperial Bathroom Company is
a~ entirely.new sanitaryware design combining classical styling
with Imperial product quality. Details from Heatmerchants.
with. Should it be a
wooden bath panel and
toilet seat or the very latest
in quality bathroom
furniture? The possibilities
are endless at any Tubs &
Tiles showrooms.
Plumbers too have also
noticed the increase in the
attention the bathroom
now gets. Standard suites
generally provided in the
PC Sum for the housing
development are generally
upgraded.
Most Tubs & Tiles
showrooms feature
approximately 2S full
bathroom suites, 15
ensuites, 12 working
showers, 20 shower
enclosures, up to 70
different types of wood
flooring, as well as
hundreds of wall and floor
tiles.
• Airbath (UK) - Luxury
massage baths;
• Trojan (UK) - Baths;
• Hydra-Spa (UK) -
Whirlpools and steam
generators;
• Salgar (Spain) - Bathroom
furniture;
• Shades (UK) - Bathroom
furniture;
• Pegler (UK) - Metal
accessories;
• Supersector (UK) - Wood
accessories;
• Ceramart (UK) - Ceramic
accessories;
• Ferrara (Italy) - Mirrors;
• olli (Italy) - Brassware.
But the bathroom of the
nineties doesn't just consist
of the bath, basin, bidet
and cistern. It encompasses
the shower enclosure,
fittings, accessories and
furniture. More and more
people are beginning to
realise that the bathroom is
an integral part of the
home and should be
given the same
prominence as other
rooms. Auctioneers today
even cite a nicely-tiled
bathroom and suite as a
major selling point for
any house. Its
prominence as a selling
feature is almost at the
same level as the kitchen
and south-facing garden.
Tubs & Tiles have
noticed a marked
increase over the last five
years in people visiting
their showrooms months
in advance of requiring
the bathroom suite. Most
spend a great deal of
••..,;=:::l time looking at what is
Arcadia hinged door from Daryl. on offer and what to
Details from Heatmerchants. accessorise their suite
create a luxurious
bathroom.
Heatmerchants & Tubs &
Tiles are the sole
distributors in the Republic
of Ireland for:
• Jacob Delafon (France) -
Luxury sanitaryware and
steel baths;
• Sphi~x (Belgium) -
Luxury sanitaryware;
• Imperial Bathroom Co
(UK) - Traditional luxury
sanitaryware;
• Spring Bathrooms (UK) -
Sanitaryware;
• Lecico (Egypt) -
Sanitaryware;
• Gainsborough (UK) -
shower valves;
• Gummers (UK) - Shower
valves;
• Koralle (Germany) -
Luxury shower enclosures;
• Daryl (UK) - Luxury
shower enclosures;
• Coram (UK) - Shower
enclosures;
PAGE 6 BSNEWS APRil 1999
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Caleido
Towel Rails
from
Precision
Caleido, represented by
Precision Heating Ltd in
Ireland, has introduced its
new range of towel warmers.
The Caleido range of towel
warmers are practical,
versatile and lightweight.
Being perfect for any
bathroom, the Caleido range
can also be used in the
kitchen, laundry room,
fitness centre and sWimming
pool areas.
Each Caleido towel
warmer is tested to a
pressure of 1O.S bar with a
maximum operating
pressure of 7 bar. Amodern
epoxy powder-coating
system is used to ensure
perfect adherence of the
paint and brilliant, long-
lasting colours.
The heat emissions of the
Caleido range have been
calculated according to
DIN4704 and EN442
standards at the HLK
Institute of Stuttgart, and
they have been registered as
DIN-certified products at
DIN-CERTO of Berlin.
The range consists of six
water models and one
electric model, the most
popular being the Oval
model. The Oval is available
ex-stock in white or chrome,
or anyone of 12 colours on
request.
The towel warmer is
constructed using oval-
shaped tubes giving a
modern touch to the
bathroom and any other
room in the house. The
regularly-spaced tubes makes
it easy to insert towels. With
four different heights and
six widths, this model offers
a solution for any sized area.
Contact: Alan Hogan or
Liz Browne, Precision
Heating. Tel: 01 - 842 8763;
Fax: 01 - 842 8820.
Below: The Caleido Oval range
is available from Precision
Heating
'-Qibt on the bend§.
..JI}ultiltwilt
THERE IS ONLY ONE
[]]I(]
Multikwik connectors remain watertight and airtight in the
toughest conditions. Moulded from strong flexible
__::::::::::=___ ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer, they're
_----;::::::::::::--- ~ designed to work with unfailing dedication
____ f \ to duty year after year after year.
'l'\ A range of over eighty simple-to-fit sizesJ:" and a whole host of uniquely gripping" features ~~ke.life easier for installers.'/ With certifICation by the British Board of
/
" Agrement, plus thirty years of
,... experience, Multikwik is a name that spells
/
,y complete confidence for Specifiers,
Merchants, Contractors and Plumbers.
Be sure, be better, be a genuine Multikwik fitter.
It's the certain way to be wejl connected .
Contact:
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co Dublin. Sales: Tel. (01) 628 0696. Fax. (01) 628 1119.
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Bathing
. ,Its meant
to be
•
Creating beautiful
bathrooms since 1817
Armitage Shanks (Dublin) Ltd, M50 Business Park, Ballymount, Dublin 12. Tel: 01 • 456 4525; Fax: 01 - 456 4505
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With Space, Ideal Standard
Captures Shifting Lifestyles
wash basin, creates an en-
suite or extra shower room
in the corner of a bedroom.
The implications of this
thought-provoking and
design-conscious concept
are far-reaching.
Contact: Aidan Vance,
BJ Caraher.
Tel: 08 01238 511071.
only 1200mm long and
ideal for the smallest
bathroom. Another is
asymmetrical ... an offset
corner bath providing a
generous showering area
with an elegant curved
shower screen.
The Space corner shower,
when installed in
conjunction with the
corner WC and corner
Space is about using dead space, such as corners, more
creatively and space-efficiently, such as in the example above
unique corner cistern
which enables the WC to
be installed in normally
unused corners".
Wash basins in the Space
range are designed to make
better use of the available
space and include a short
projection model, a narrow
model, a corner basin, and
both left and right-handed
offset corner basins.
Though their
shapes are
new, the
water volume
they hold is
similar to that
of standard
basins but
they use the
space in a
different way
to the
conventional
basin.
Particularly
helpful in the case of the
short projection models is
the new swivel spout mixer
that enables users to
move the spout to one
side.
The Space baths are
equally well thought out.
Each manages to afford
ample bathing space within
a compact footprint. One is
more creatively and space-
efficiently. We've
developed a whole series of
unique bathroom plans.
One, for example,
transforms a corner of a
moderately-sized master
bedroom into a shower en
suite - complete with
shower cubicle, basin and
toilet - all in the footprint
of a large corner bath".
"The keynote product of
the new collection is the
Space WC', says Aidan
Vance. "A major
innovation is the
revolutionary seat design.
On installation this can be
fitted at one of three angles
_ conventionally straight or
at 45° to the left or right.
This WC and seat
combination solves
planning problems in a
bathroom where leg room
is limited due to the
proximity of a wall,
radiator or bath panel. The
WC can be installed with
the slim conventional
cistern or back-to-wall with
a concealed cistern, but
highly innovative is the
According to Aidan Vance
of BJ Caraher, several
reports endorse the view
that most homes have
insufficient bathroom
facilities. "With Ideal
Standards' Space", says
Aidan, "a way of making
room for these facilities
and realising each homes'
untapped potential is now
possible.
Ideal-Standard - working
closely with architect Isobel
Coomber and product
designer Robin Levien '-
has re-invented the
bathroom planning process
to help where space is
limited. Simply by setting
aside the conventional
placement of products and
by looking at traditionally
unusable spaces, its new
Space bathroom concept
enables householders and
housebuilders to make
more of the space in the
bathroom and fit more
facilities into homes where
previously thought possible.
Architect Isobel Coomber
says: "Space is about using
dead space, such as corners,
Myson Towel Warmers
Elegant and stylish, Myson Towel Warmers are assembled by craftsmen using only the finest quality materials. In addition
to enhancing the appearance of the bathroom, they are both economical and efficient to run.
Available in a wide range of standard units of different designs, there's a Myson Towel Warmer to suit every taste.
Modifications in the product range include size, shape, colour, changes to tapping size and
position, dezinc proof units and copper panel radiators. However, if you cannot find exactly what
you need, you can avail of Myson's design service and have one manufactured to your own
specifications.
Myson's product range includes floor-standing and wall-mounted versions, as well as versions
which can be fixed in either position. Models available include multi-rail, electric and radiator
towel warmers, most of which are available in brass, chrome or paint finishes. There is also a full
range of complementary accessories, including valves, sleeving kits and wall stays.
Stringent quality control ensures that the highest quality standards are maintained, with every
towel warmer tested before it leaves the factory. Potterton Myson stock the widest range available
in its stores in Dublin, and all other special requirements can be ordered ex-factory by sales staff
on a short delivery period.
Contact: Suzanne Shanley, Potterton Myson (lrl) Ltd. Tel: 01 - 459 0870.
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Getting to the
Heart of the Matter
York International is the largestindependent supplier of heating,ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration (HVAC&R) products in the
world, and a leading competitor globally.
It designs, manufactures, sells and
services heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems; compressors for
residential and commercial markets; gas
compression equipment for industrial
processing; industrial and commercial
refrigeration equipment; and
compressors for air conditioning and
refrigeration applications.
As a global operator, York International
has a network of manufacturing plants,
wholly-owned national distribution
operations, and agents, strategically
located to ensure worldwide market
penetration. In Ireland York International
has a wholly-owned subsidiary which is
situated in a prime location on the
Citywest Business Campus, thereby
ensuring easy access throughout all of
Dublin and to the rest of the country.
The extent, quality and scope of the York
International product portfolio is
renowned, and acknowledged
throughout the entire building services
industry as encompassing innovative and
inventive solutions to cater for virtually
every heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, and refrigeration
requirement.
However, another vital and equally-
important strength of York International
is the quality of its personnel. Indeed, it is
the ability of the York team to apply their
combined experience, collectively and
individually, to devising and delivering all
manner of solutions to customers' needs
that underscores the company's high
standing in Ireland.
Recognising the importance and value of
this undeniable strength, York
International's General Manager in
Ireland, Pat Byrne, has just implemented
a restructuring programme to better
harness this strength and better serve the
company's ever-expanding customer
base. Details of the changes, plus the
Pat Byrne, General Manager, York ACR in
Ireland and European Multi-National
Accounts Manager
responsibilities of the various person Icl,
are as indicated here.
Coincidently, this programme comes into
effect at a time when Pat himself takes
on more broad-based corporate
responsibilities. In addition to General
Manager of York International's Irish
operation, Pat is now also European
Multi-National Accounts Manager.
Sandra Scully, Receptionist/Secretary, Cork
Sandra is with the company for just over 12
months but has already made her mark as the
primary sales and service customer contact for
Munster region. She is responsible for the
day-to-day running of the Cork office and, as
a local, understands the needs of York
customers in Munster and surrounding
districts.
Brendan Tyrell, Service Supervisor,
Dublin office
Brendan is responsible for running
all service jobs in the Leinster/Ulster
areas. He ensures that service repair
and maintenance jobs are
completed efficiently, and that all
site facility engineers are happy with
the ervice they receive from York.
Hugh O'Gorman, Area Service
Manager
Hugh is Area Service Manager for
the Connaught/Munster region.
He is a fully-qualified refrigeration
engineer and brings his extensive
experience to bear on devising
problem-solving solutions for York
customers in the
Connaught/Munster region.
Marie Cunningham, Service Co-Ordinator
Marie is responsible for the service administration in
Dublin. All customer service calls, telephone enquiries,
and spare parts requirements are logged by Marie.
She also looks after the Maintenance Contract
Customers' Files, ensuring that the visits are carried
out on time, and that all follow-up reports are sent to
the customers. Any queries in relation to Service
Department invoices are also handled by Marie.
Mark Russell, Senior Unitary Sales Engineer
Mark has been with York for the last two years.
Previous to that he was employed as an
engineer for an air handling unit manufacturer.
He is a graduate of the bUilding services
course in Bolton Street College of Technology,
Dublin, and is now responsible for York unitary
equipment sales in Ireland.
John Guiden, Contracts Engineer
John joined York ACR as a service
engineer in 1992 when the company first
opened its Dublin office. He is a fully-
qualified refrigeration and air
conditioning engineer with over 16 years
experience in the business. He has
worked extensively with all refrigeration
and air conditioning equipment, from
commercial to industrial applications.
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John O'Driscoll, Manager, Cork
John O'Driscoll heads up York
International's Cork-based office. This is
strategically located in the southern
capital to best serve the concentration of
new industries, especially pharmaceutical
and chemical, which are located within
the region.
John has a wealth of management
experience, much of it outside of the
building services sector. This has proved a
significant asset in that it brings a fresh
approach to the business.
Andy Green, Engineered Systems Manager
Agraduate of DIT Bolton Street, Andy is
highly qualified and has been with York for a
little over two years. He has just been
appointed Engineered Systems Manager and
will bring his extensive experience to bear on
the expansion and development of York's
Applied and Airside products range.
Cork Service Team
Akey strength of York lies in its personnel. This is especially evident in the team
spirit which is embodied in the Cork-based after-sales and technical support
unit whose members are:- Alec Smith; Kieran Murphy; Martin Butler;
Paul O'Keefe; and Pat O'Dea
Majella Byrne, Administration Manager
Majella is also with the company from its start up in 1992. She has developed her skills in
tandem with the growth since then, her career path going from receptionist/secretary to
Administration Manager. She is the Administration Manager for both the Dublin and Cork
offices, her duties including the management of customer and vendor accounts.
Linda Walsh, Administration Assistant
Linda joined the company in 1997 as receptionist/secretary and was promoted to Administration
Assistant within a couple of months. She liaises with York factories in Europe and schedules
customer deliveries nationwide. She is also responsible for sales order administration.
Dublin Service Team
After-sales and technical support are critical to providing a
quality service and, in this respect, York employs only
highly-qualified and experienced air conditioning and
refrigeration engineers. Pictured are the Dublin-based
team:- Derek Tyrell; Graham Twomey; Mark McMenamin;
and Sean Brett
Cathy Ryan, Receptionist/
Secretary, Dublin
Cathy joined York in 1997 and is
now widely known throughout the
country as York's first contact with
customers and suppliers. She
operates a busy reception and
telephone system while attending
to the secretarial needs of the sales
team.
Finbar Keeneghan, Refrigeration
Sales Engineer
As a former refrigeration service
engineer Finbar has first-hand
knowledge of this industry sector. This
is a distinct advantage in his role as
refrigeration sales engineer for Gram
refrigeration products throughout
Ireland.
ilYork@AcR
Unit 2004/3 Cltywest Business Campus, Naas Road, Dublin 12.
lel: Dublin - 01 - 466 0177; Fax: 01 - 466 0198;
Cork - 021 . 346580; Fax: 021 - 346586
eMall: yorkacrOtlnet.le
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Use of Ozone Water Treatment in
Cooling Towers/Evaporative Coolers
Bcause cooling towers/evaporative condensers and similar evaporativecooling systems use a recirculation spray water system for evaporativecooling, they need an effective water treatment system for
microbiological control, and also water softening, when necessary.
The traditional way has been to use chemicals, together with controlled bleed
off. While the use of chemicals has been effective for microbiological control,
their use requires safe disposal of the resulting toxic effluent. It is therefore a
subject upon which increasing attention has been focussed by a health and
safety-conscious public, in addition to the regulatory authorities.
Fortunately, there is an alternative ... Ozone, says (olin Huggett, Director,
H&M Engineering.
Ozone is an allotrophic form of (c) Reduce/eliminate chemical
oxygen, each molecule containing handling, storage disposal (g) Kills all micro-organisms
three atoms of oxygen, instead of Ozone is produced electrically Ozone physically destroys
the normal two. Ozone is a powerful at the point of use. The hazards
bacteria ... resistant strains can
not develop. Ozone destroys
disinfectant and has been used associated with handling, protective slimes. Alternate
commercially for the treatment of storing and disposing of toxic biocides are not required;
and polluting chemicals, andpotable water since 1904. It is
their containers, is reduced or (h) Non-toxic degradationproduced electrically, and degrades
eliminated. The costs and products
naturally to environment-friendly inconvenience of ordering, Ozone quickly reverts to oxygen
oxygen, without any toxic by-
stocking, checking and tracking and is thus 100% environment-
products. chemicals, and their containers, friendly. Other oxidising
A future article will deal with the can also be eliminated; biocides form undesirable
chloro- and bromo-organics.
subject in depth, but the purpose of (d) Reduces water consumption Non-oxidising biocides can
this feature is to provide an Ozone usually permits an contaminate our water supply;
awareness that a safe and effective increase in concentration factor (i) Reduces corrosion •proven alternative to chemical water and therefore reduces water Ozone is primarily used for total
treatment exists. consumption; microbiological control without
Benefits of ozone in cooling (e) Reduces operating and the use of chemicals. Systems
towers maintenance costs treated with a Waterwise Filtex
(a) Eliminates Biocides Ozone gives cost-effective total Ozone system show reduced
microbiological control. Costs of corrosion rates resulting in
Ozone replaces all biocides in
manual dosing and changing further savings.
cooling water treatment drums can be eliminated; The above is a brief summary of the
programs;
(f) Active over a wide pH range main benefits of using ozone water
(b) Reduces or eliminates all Ozone is still active about pH treatment systems in evaporative
chemicals 9.5. Many biocides, including cooling systems. We will cover the
Ozone reduces the number of oxidising biocides such as subject in depth in future articles.
chemicals required. On many chlorine and bromine, lose Contact: H & M Engineering Ltd.
sites totally chemical-free activity as the pH rises above pH Tel: 01 - 459 1470;
operation can be achieved by 8.5 and much higher doses are Fax: 01 - 459 1475;
controlling water chemistry; required to be effective; eMail: hmeng@iol.ie
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Eurofluid Handling Systems
Eurofluid Handling Systems Ltd, Unit 12, The Westway Centre, Ballymount Avenue, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 450 3884/460 0352/460 0353; Fax: 01 - 450 7634 16
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rWhile a small specialised company, EurofluidHandling Systems has a wealth of in-houseexperience and technical know-how, adding
up to nearly 100 years. Moreover, through its principal
trading partners - ACV, Grundfos and SWEP - it has
instant access to the enormous resources these multi-
national corporations represent.
It is a dynamic, pro-active company, employing a
carefully-chosen mix of long-standing, experienced
personnel and young, highly-qualified, multi-skilled,
operatives. These combined strengths are brought to
bear on all projects, however big or small.
There are three primary facets to Eurofluid Handling
Systems' business - the manufacture of pump booster
sets; combined hot water heating packages; and the
supply of the extensive product portfolios of its
principal suppliers. The equipment and products of
ACV, Grundfos and SWEP are incorporated into all.
At Eurofluid Handling Systems the emphasis is on
quality of service. That, more than anything else, entails
listening ... understanding precisely what the end-use
requirement is, and then devising the most appropriate,
best-performing, cost-effective, solution.
"It is not about matching customers' needs to
products", says Managing Director Bernard Costelloe,
"but vice-versa. We go to great lengths to tease out the
precise end-usage application, and then design a
customised package specifically tailored to satisfy that
need.
"In this respect inter-personal relationships are critical.
Everyone at Eurofluid Handling Systems is constantly
reminded that we don't have customers per say, but
rather trading partners. That also applies to our
suppliers.
"It may sound cliched but, everyone we deal with is
treated as a friend. People must be able to trust in us. A
decade of growth suggests people do.
"However, this is not a destination we have arrived at
but rather a starting point for the future. The Eurofluid
research and development process continues, the
objective being to embrace emerging international
technologies and concepts - especially from Europe -
and to apply them to the Irish context.
"We invite you to join us as part of this growth and
development process".
PAGE 15 BSNEWS APRIL 1999
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Europak Booster Sets
Europak booster sets are
manufactured in-house at Eurofluid
Handling Systems' own workshop. All
are, by definition, purpose-designed
and carefully assembled and
engineered in line with the intended
application.
The products and resources of ACV,
SWEP and Grundfos all play an
integral part in the final end-product,
the expertise and technical skills of
Eurofluid personnel ensuring that they
combine efficiently.
Eurofluid Handling Systems is now the
largest supplier of packaged pumping
equipment in Ireland, and is capable
of providing customised booster sets
in capacities ranging from 10 m3jhr
up to 1000 m3jhr.
Administration and Sales Support - Marian Trundle with
Sarah Costelloe
Peter Andreucetti, Field Sales Technical
Representative (seated) with Stephen Costelloe,
Internal Sales &Support
Europak Hot Water Concept
The Europak hot water concept was
conceived by Eurofluid Handling
Systems for situations where there is
high hot water usage but with a
fluctuating demand. A typical
example would be a hotel where the
demand pattern can vary significantly I~
in line with changing occupancy
levels.
As with all Eurofluid-manufactured
equipment, the Europak Hot Water
Concept is a purpose-designed,
tailored unit designed and
engineered specifically for each
particular application. Nonetheless,
what is consistent throughout is the
quality of the equipment used from
the core suppliers - ACV, Grundfos
and SWEP - and that of the control
equipment and accessories fitted.
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SWEP Heat Exchangers
SWEP makes heat exchangers ... world-class, highly-
compact, high-performance heat exchangers which
are based on the corrugated plate concept. By
combining various numbers of high-precision,
standardised plate designs into complete, extremely-
compact units with various connection configurations
and sealing techniques (gaskets, brazing, glue,
welding etc), SWEP achieves almost infinite flexibility
to meet the needs of each individual customer.
The economical advantages are clear: performance
optimised to a particular application, combined with
the use of standardised parts and manufacturing
procedures and amazingly compact design.
SWEP's continuous research and development work is
customer-driven, designed to anticipate customer
requirements and exceed their expectations. The
ottom line for SWEP is to provide tailor-made
solutions in a cost-effective manner, using
standardised components.
SWEP heat exchangers are typically up to just one-
tenth the size of conventional shell-and-tube
exchangers for any given performance rating. That
means correspondingly less heat transfer medium,
smaller pumps; less piping; and less energy
consumption.
SWEP is the global leader in compact brazed
exchangers (CBEs). It is also a world leader in compact
gasketed plate heat exchangers (PHEs). Since the
exchangers can be tailored to individual specs, the
size of the range is dictated by customers' needs.
urofluid Handling Systems will devise a customised
olution, whether your request is on HVAC or
industrial applications.
SWEP's heat exchangers use thin plates of high
thermal conductivity, pressed Into meticulously-
calculated herringbone patterns
Below: John O'Connor with Matt Treacy, James Fltzpatrick
and Director of Production, Derek Fitzpatrlck
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The ACV Tank-in-Tank & Delta Concepts
ACV International has been making boilers and
domestic hot water producers for more than 75 years.
Increasingly, large-scale applications have become a
speciality. Wherever hot water is needed and
reliability is paramount, ACV is the answer.
Over the years ACV has been responsible for quite a
number of inventive and innovative industry "firsts",
the most notable being the Delta and Tank-in-Tank
concepts.
Delta
The "Delta" was conceived in 1974 and is, in effect, a
domestic hot water (DHW) generator which is also
capable of providing central heating. It operates
equally well with gas or oil firing, and is available over
a wide range of outputs. '---------------:;0..---'
The ACV-developed Delta is probably the first
appliance to put the accent on domestic hot water
generation. Its concept is the complete opposite to the traditional system where the
cylinder is simply considered to be an accessory of the boiler. The Delta is nothing
but a hot water generator which has solved the problems associated with lime
deposition by introducing a primary circuit. From this it was only one step to use it as
a boiler. An extensive model choice is now available.
A typical example is the Heat Master dual-function direct-fired water heater ... and
boiler.
Tank-in-Tank
The name 'Tank-in-Tank' was coined at the beginning of the 1980's to describe a
type of tank which could not be classified either as a cylinder with a coil, or as a
twin-wall tank.
The difference between ACV tanks (cylinders) and those with coils is clear, because in
the ACV tank the primary fluid heats the domestic hot water (DHW) from the outside
in, while the others heat from the inside out.
The decision to use stainless steel for the manufacture of the Tank-In-Tanks was made
because of its well-established reliability over other materials. It is stable at elevated
temperatures, which is not always the case for cylinders manufactured from mild
steel and protected by a coating. ACV tanks are capable of storing domestic hot
water at elevated temperatures of up to 85°C.
Applications for the ACV Tank-In-Tank principle are widespread and include district
heating schemes, solar energy systems and even connected to a heat pump.
EHS
Eurofluid Handling Systems
Unit 12, The Westway Centre, Ballymount Avenue, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 450 3884/460 0352/460 0353; Fax: 01 - 450 7634;
eMail: eurofluld@tlnet.ie
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Heat Exchangers
Ens
Eurofluid Handling Systems
Unit 12, The Westway Centre,
Ballymount Avenue, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 4503884/4600352/4600353; Fax: 01 - 450 7634;
eMall: eurofluld@tlnet.le
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Energy costs in business range up to 15% or more oftotal costs. For even moderately energy intensivecompanies, managing energy costs represents a
significant operational and strategic task. Apart from the
demand for increased competitiveness there is a very
clear link between energy use and care for the
environment. Tackling energy consumption is a very
effective tool towards compliance with standards such as
EMAS, IS14000, IS301 and IPC licensing. Finally the
utilisation of energy efficient technologies can often
mean increased plant availability.
The Objectives
In the search for cost-effective ways of reducing energy
consumption, industry utilises a vast array of
technological approaches. Many of these have the
potential for widespread use across different sectors and
while each application is specific to a situation, the
ap roach usually has the capacity to be used by many
companies and often in completely different
contexts.
Against this backdrop, the Irish Energy Centre is
presenting a series of four workshops on four such Energy
Winner Technologies: Building Energy Management
Systems; Variable Speed Drives; Combined Heat and
Power; and Refrigeration. The workshops will comprise
case studies regarding the specific technologies and the
benefits of their implementation, also giving
consideration to the options available and current best
practice in each technology area.
Who Should Attend
• Energy Managers
• Consulting Engineers
• Property Managers
•....ii,cility Managers and Engineers
.spital Managers
• Factory and Utility Managers
• Hoteliers
• Energy End-Users
• Services and Maintenance Managers
• School and University Managers
• State Utilities
• Government Department Officials
The Exhibition
On each of the two days there will be an exhibition by
suppliers of technologies appropriate to that day's
workshop subjects.
The Irish Energy Centre is an initiative of the
Department of Public Enterprise and is .
supported by the EU through the Community
Support Framework
For full programme details on workshops - and to
secure places - complete the booking form right and
return as directed. ~
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
: First Name .
I
I
I
I
: Surname .
I
I
I
I
: Position .
I
I
I
I •.Organisation ..
Address ..
I
I
I
I
I
I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I
I
I
: Phone .
I
I
I
: Fax .
I
I
I
: e-mail .
Authorised by ..
Position .
Bookings can only be accepted on receipt of a cheque for the
full amount or written indication of a purchase order number.
Cheques should be made payable to Irish Energy Centre and
crossed "Energy Winner Technologies"
Fee per Workshop
IR£60 (incl. VAn for BEMS, VSD &: Refrigeration
IR£120 (incl. VAn for CHP (incl. lunch &: study tour)
10% discount for booking two or more seminars.
(11 as appropriate)
Combined Heat &: Power 0
Do you require transport for site visit? Yes/No
Building Energy Management Systems 0
Variable Speed Drives 0
Refrigeration 0
Fee enclosed IR £. _
Please complete and return by post before
Friday, 30 April 1999 to:
Fiona Brennan, Irish Energy Centre, Glasnevin, Dublin 9.
Tel: 01 - 808 2080.
NB: Space is limited to 40 delegates for each workshop.
Spaces can only be held on foot of advance payment by
cheque or written indication of purchase order number.
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AIR CONDITIONING LTD
Carrier
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CIBSE NEWS
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Jim Curley,Chairman, CIBSE (Rep of Ire Branch)
with guest speaker Professor Brendan
Kenneally.
Edwin Kenny, Chairman ECA with Brian Hunter,
Hon Sec, C1BSE (NI Branch).
Margaret Dolan,
Secretary, CIBSE (Rep of
Ire Branch).
Herbert Taylor, Past Chairman, CIBSE
(Rep of Ire Branch) with David Woods,
Senior Vice-President.
CIBSE Annual Dinner
The recent C1BSE Annual Dinner was undoubtedly the most
successful to date, reflecting not just the construction
industry's current boom, but also the role of the C1BSE in
pulling together virtually every single representative sector
and profession within the industry.
Guest speaker was Professor Brendan Kenneally and his
address was one of the most entertaining, and informative,
ever.
The thing about the CIBSE Annual Dinner is that you have
to be there to experience it. Hence, rather than try and
repeat verbatim who said what, BSNews has decided on a
picture collage to try and capture the mood of the evening.
larry Kane, Chairman of the Institute of Property and Facilities
Managers with Anthony leonard, President, SCS.
Richard John, Chief Executive (;{ Secretary, CIBSE with Barry leech,
Cork Regional Representative, CIBSE.
John lombard, Institute of Structural Engineers
with Denzyl Dimsmore, Treasurer, CIBSE (NI
Branch).
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INDUSTRY REPORT
3D Air Sales Brings Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries to Ireland
3D Air Sales ensures that all its dealers offer a comprehensive and professional
support service. Included are:- All of our dealers offer the follOWing services:
(1) Maintenance contracts - Each maintenance contract is tailored to meet
specific needs;
(2) Out of hours call out - All units are covered by a 24 hours-per-day, 365-days-
per-year, call-out service.
(3) One off emergency repairs - Dealers offer this service even if the equipment
was not purchased from 3D Air Sales originally;
(4) Retrofit of existing equipment - Dealers will remove the old ozone-depleting
gases and replace them with new ozone-friendly gases;
(5) Dealers only employ engineers who are time-served with many years
experience in the air conditioning industry.
3D Air Sales (Id) Ltd is the distributor
for Mitsubishi Heavy Industries air
conditioning and heat pump products
in Ireland. Managing Director Michael
Clancy has been involved in both the
design and supply of air conditioning
products to the Irish market for many
years. He recognises the need for a top-
quality product line, backed by a
superior level of technical and sales
support, from an experienced team
who can understand and anticipate the
needs of busy and discerning
customers.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) is
one of the largest manufacturers in the
world, and one of the largest suppliers
of air conditioning systems to Europe.
MHI continues to expand its product
range, offering a comprehensive variety
of split system air conditioning and
heat pump systems, including cassettes,
wall and ceiling mounted units, and
ducted systems.
These high-specification products are
designed for easy installation, offering
clients a cost-effective and high-quality
solution to the comfort requirements of
commercial environments. Residential
specification cooling and heat pump
systems are also available, including
Warranty and
Replacement Parts
As the sole distributor for Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries air-conditioning equipment in
Ireland all the parts are supplied and specified
by the manufacturer. 3D Air Sales currently
holds approximately £200,000 of spare parts in
its main warehouse in Essex in the UK. These
can be drawn down immediately subject to
stock availability.
In the event that a part is not available ex-UK,
3D Air Sales can arrange an overnight delivery
directly from the European hub in Rotterdam.
multi-splits, providing low-cost
products for installation in small offices
and homes.
The extensive KX and KXR Inverter
multi systems offer a flexible design
and application approach for
commercial buildings, from 50 sq/m to
10,000 sq/m. The fuzzy logic control
system proVides variable capacity
Service Overview
control, resulting in significant energy
savings, in particular with the KXR
which includes energy transfer between
cool and warm areas of the building.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
continues to expand its range to
proVide a wide range of different
models to suit every need. "The
continuing growth of the Irish market
offers exciting opportunities for the
development of new products and
increasing levels of customer service.
3D Air Sales and our nationwide dealer
network intend to be at the forefront of
these advances", says Michael.
There is an extensive range of
equipment available, to cater for
virtually every conceivable
requirement. This includes smaller
commercial offices and shops;
residential applications; small
commercial premises; small to medium-
sized commercial premises; medium-
PAGE 24 BSNEwsApRIL 1999
sized commercial premises; and large
premises such as major offices,
shopping centres and hotels.
To complement the foregoing, 3D Air
Sales has established a dealer network
which covers the 32 counties of
Ireland. They offer a complete service
from design, installation and
commissioning right through to
complete building maintenance. All
dealers have fully-trained refrigeration
engineers working for them and, as a
result, they can guarantee efficient
work carried out to the highest
standards.
This network is constantly evolving,
with new appointees being made on an
ongOing basis where strategically
appropriate. Indeed, Michael Clancy
would like to hear from suitably-
qualified personnel/companies
interested in becoming trading
partners.
"Our objective is to provide
installers, contractors and end-users
with high-specification air conditioning
and heat pump systems, at a price
which reflects the best value available
in Ireland, backed by a level of service
to meet customers demands, as well as
those of their clients", concludes
Michael Clancy.
Contact: Michael Clancy, 3D Air
Sales. Tel: 01 - 450 9433.
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ve and reliable air conditioning
for over 30 years. To find out more
ishi Heavy Industries range contact:
Unit 21, Western Industrial Estate,
: 01 • 450 9433; Fax: 01 • 450 9799.
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The Alnor APM 150 meter
which will be featured by
Manotherm on its stand at
the forthcoming
Cleanrooms' '99 in the R05.
National Apprentice Winners
demonstrated their
outstanding ability by
Winning through the
preliminary stages.
From a building services
point of view, the most
important disciplines are
plumbing and sheet metal
Liebert - All Change but
No Change
While the impending closure of the Liebert manufacturing
plant in Cork is regrettable, the reality from a supply side
to the Irish marketplace will remain the same.
Lieberts' Irish distributor, Core Air Conditioning, will
continue to supply the product and technical back-up
facilities from Dublin. This especially applies to spare
parts, which in fact have always been sourced direct from
the UK.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 294 3110.
The 1999 ational
Apprentice Competitions
were held at the Dublin
Institute of Technology
earlier this month. The
competition covered 12
different disciplines, those
participating having already
Manotherm to Feature
Alnor at Cleanrooms '99
The Alnor range of instruments for ventilation and
environmental control from Manotherm will feature
prominently on Manotherm's stand at the forthcoming
Cleanroom Exhibition - Cleanrooms '99 - at the RDS
Industries Hall (11 & 12 May, 1999).
Among the products on display will be the Alnor APM
150. The Alnor APM 150 meter is detachable and can be
used with the probes that are
used with the 66A-75 and APM
360. Benefits include:-
- Measures volumetric flow and
temperature - Range: 24-945
I/s, 85-3400 m3/h, and 50-2---
cfm, 0-50°C;
- Measures air velocity and
temperature - Range: 0,130
m/s, 0-50°C;
- Measures relative humidity
and temperature - Range:
0-100% RH, 0-50°C;
- Stores up to 100 data points,
calculates max/min and
average, sum for volumetric
flows;
- Measures volumetric flow in
ducts by entering duct size or
area or with Alnor air horns;
- Correction factor can be
entered;
- Adjustable time constant for
measurements in turbulent air
flows;
- RS232 output for printout via
microprinter or downloading to computer is standard;
- Wide range of interchangeable hoods for use on supply
or exhaust grilles.
Contact: Bob Gilbert/Brian Harris, Manotherm.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
Paddy Carpenter, OIT, with
Colum Craven, Fergal Kelly,
and Seamus Murran, OIT,
work. The level of
competition was extremely
high in both, making it
very difficult for the
assessors to separate the
individual participants who
were:
Plumbing - Fergal Kelly
from Dunmanway,
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Carrier's Aquasnap - chilled water terminals: multi-choice comfort
solutions from Core Air Conditioning.
407C because it is a non-
polluting, chlorine-free
refrigerant which has no
effect on the ozone layer.
The plate heat exchanger,
using the thermodynamic
advantages of R-407C,
ensures performances that
are even higher than those
of R-22, and this without
extra cost.
From size 30RA 040
onwards, Aquasnap uses
Carrier's "Flying Bird" fan,
which is much quieter,
offering optimum
acoustical qualities, mainly
by eliminating the irritable
peaks in the low-frequency
range.
To reduce problems
further, Aquasnap features a
unique fan mounting!
Instead of fiXing the fan on
top of the unit, the source
of amplified and
transmitted vibrations to
the rest of the casing,
Aquasnap uses a unique
solution.
The "Flying Bird" is in
fact supported by a very
rigid tower chassis. Fixed to
the base of the unit, this
'honeycomb' chassis also
supports the evaporator.
The weight of this
component thus
contributes to the stability
of the assembly.
In the low capacity range
(models 30RA 0-17-033)
Aquasnap uses two very
quiet, small fans with
horizontal discharge. As
with the largest units, their
operation is electronically
controlled based on the
operating conditions, the
outdoor temperature and
the load.
Contact: Austin
McDermott, Core Air
Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 294 3110.
42 DJ
auto-adaptive control for
improved chiller
protection. This system
permanently optimises the
compressor operating times
based on the inertia of the
application. Short cycling,
which can damage the
compressor, is thus
eliminated.
Completing the all-in-
one service and to ensure
the total installation
package, Core Air
Conditioning also supplies
a full range of terminal
units such as fan coils,
cassettes, etc.
For optimum
performances, Aquasnap is
equipped with very quiet
and vibration-free scroll
compressors. They run on
refrigerant R-407C and offer
excellent energy efficiency,
while remaining
economical in energy
consumption.
The use of two
compressors per circuit,
switched in parallel (from
size 30RA 050) permits a
reduction of the inrush
current and excellent part-
load efficiency.
For the Aquasnap, Carrier
deliberately chose HFC-
It
-
.'
4Z "K:GW
-
Aquasnap - 'AII-in-One'
AC from Carrier
Aquasnap from Core Air
Conditioning is a unique
"all-in-one" air
conditioning concept that
comes complete with all
the necessary hydronic
components such as
circulating pump, expansion
tank and filter, and all
control and safety devices.
While the "all-in-one"
concept makes installation
simple, Aquasnap's Pro-
Dialog Plus system means
that control and efficient
operation is also simple.
Among the many
beneficial features is the
Cleanrooms '99 at the RDS
Cleanrooms '99 - the first ever cleanrooms industry
event to be held in Ireland - will take place in the
Industries Hall, RDS, on 11 &: 12 May next.
Over 50 companies involved in the c1eanroom industry
will be represented at the exhibition. As such, the top
industry participants and decision makers from Ireland
and Europe will be on hand to help visitors develop
contamination control strategy and answer any
questions.
There's also a technical programme of seminars,
organised by the Irish Cleanroom Society.
A networking event, in the Herbert Park Hotel, less
than 100 metres from the exhibition and seminars, will
utilise Dublin's unique entertainment and social assets.
To receive your free personalised entry badge, and
special pre-registration privileges, contact:
Brian McDonagh. Tel: 01 - 284 7777.
employed by Tim Healy,
Leap, Co Cork; Edmond
a'Connor, Mallow,
employed by]oe
McSweeney, Mallow, Co
Cork; Stephen Tighe,
Castlerea, employed by
Padraic Kelly, Castlerea, Co
Roscommon; Damien
Conway, Ballinasloe,
employed by Gerry Conway,
Ballinasloe, Co Galway; and
Alan Elmes, Baldoyle, who
is a student at DJT.
The overall plumbing
winner was Fergal Kelly.
Sheetmetal Work - Mark
Porter, Raheny, employed
by P] Walls, Dublin 9;
Colum Craven, Clontribret,
Co Monaghan, employed
by HVAC, Dublin 13; Trevor
Coady, Carrigeen, Waterford,
employed by Williams
Ventilation, Waterford; and
Eamon Treanor, Tydavnet,
Co Monaghan, employed
by Enda Keenan, Co
Monaghan.
The overall sheetmetal
work winner was Colum
Craven.
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Ideal Standard and
Armitage Shanks
While the acquisition of Blue Circle Bathrooms by
American Standard for a consideration of STG£253
million will undoubtedly lead to changes, the position of
Armitage Shanks and Ideal Standard distribution
throughout Ireland remains unaltered.
The acquisition follows international trends which sees
a reversal of the diversification strategy of the last decade
to a concentration on core activities. Hence the sale of
Blue Circle Bathrooms by Blue Circle Group and the
acquisition by American Standard.
For the most part, the Ideal Standard and Armitage
Shanks' ranges are complementary. Where there is
duplication, that will no doubt be addressed.
In the meantime, Brian Redmond will continue with
his development plans from the new Armitage Shanks
multi-million headquarters in BaIIymount, Dublin 12,
where 35 people are currently employed.
Ideal Standard continues to be distributed by
BJ Caraher (distributors) Ltd.
Contact: Brian Redmond, Armitage Shanks.
Tel: 01 - 456 4525.
Ifan
Decor from
Ventac
The S&P Decor 100 is a
slimline, high-performance
unit designed for the
extraction of odours and
humid air in bathrooms,
washrooms and in any small
room requiring ventilation.
The slimline profile of the
fan allows the Decor-WO to
be installed in either ceiling
or wall, without taking from
the aesthetics of the room.
It is suitable for shared
ventilation systems due to
the shallow profile, or in
flexible ducting installations
given its high performance.
There are four versions to
chose from - Decor-lOO C:
Basic model with automatic
backdraught shutter and
pilot light;
- Decor-lOO CR: Basic model
incorporating a 3D-minute
adjustable timer;
- Decor-WO CH: Basic
model incorporating an
adjustable hydrostat from 60
to 90% RH and a 20-minute
adjustable timer;
- Decor-WO CD: Basic
model incorporating a P.I.R.
•
The SNP Decor 100 slimline
extraction unit from Ventac.
(presence detector) and a 30-
minute adjustable timer.
The Decor 300 is a
complementary range of
seven models designed for
larger premises.
Contact: Caimin Hall,
Ventac. Tel: 01 - 667 1077.
Cleansteam - Electric Flash
Steam Boiler
• 75kW - 120kg/h F & A 100°C Constant Output
300kg/h Short Term, Peak Load Capability
• Conforms to the requirements of Health
Technical Memorandum HTM 2031 Clean Steam
for Sterilisers
• Constructed to BS 1894 : 1992 Class 2, from
Grade 316L Stainless Steel
• The pressure vessel, pipework, valves and fittings
are manufactured from grade 316L stainless steel
Concord Boiler
Engineering Ltd
Marrowbone House, Marrowbone Lane, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 453 2727/8/9; Fax: 01 - 453 3849 30
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Ventac Appointments
Caimin Hall has been appointed Ventac sales representative for
Soler (;( Palau fans, flexible ducting and ventilation accessories.
Daren lowndes has been appointed sales representative for air
conditioning units. This is a new area for Ventac. The
concentration will be on large gas-fired package units (50kW and
upwards), to complement its range of fan coil units insulated
flexible ducting and polymer diffusers. '
Mitsubishi Electric Joe
Dolan Golf Classic
Vokera
Linea Takes
Flow Rates
to the Max
easy-to-use, the Universal
Pipe Connector provides a
perfect push-fit connection
with any pipe in a fixed
position with an inside
dimension of between 99
and 105mm. This includes
clay pipes, uPVC
underground or soil pipes,
cast iron pipes and
Timesaver cast iron pipes.
By inserting the end of
the Universal Pipe
Connector into the inside
of the fixed pipe, a new
llOmm plastic pipe can be
connected using a slip
collar. Thanks to
Multikwik's established
push-fit design and high
performance elastomeric
seal, the flexible
polypropylene Universal
Pipe Connector effects a
permanent water and air-
tight connection.
Contact: MFP Sales Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 628 0696.
The Linea Max floor-
standing combi boiler is
the latest model in the
Vokera Linea range.
Combining a 58-litre
'thermal store' with the
normal operation of a
combi, the Linea Max
delivers 550/0 more hot
water than combis with
equivalent outputs ...
sufficient to meet the hot
water needs of larger
properties with two
bathrooms.
Providing a maximum
output of 28.0kW, the
Linea Max has a height of
Making a connection to a
broken drainage pipe,
particularly if its located
underground, can be a real
problem, especially if the
pipe is fragile. Indeed, if
the pipe is made from clay,
it is easy to do more harm
than good when trying to
effect a connection. In any
case, difficult connections
such as these can involve a
substantial amount of time
and effort.
Now, leading WC pan
connector manufacturer
Multikwik has launched a
solution ... the new
Universal Pipe Connector
(MKEPllO). Quick and
MKEP110, the new universal
pipe connector from MFP
Sales.
Solution to
Difficult
Pipe
Connections
Castle, recently.
A number of people
from entertainment,
business and politics will
play at the event, which
will be held at the
Powerscourt Golf Club
next August 1999. The Golf
Classic will raise money for
Co-operation Ireland and
St Lukes Hospital.
This is the third
consecutive year that
Mitsubishi Electric has
sponsored the event, and
this year it hopes to raise
£50,000, which will bring
the total raised close to
£150,000 over the three
years.
Refrigeration and Air-
Conditioning GC -
Woodbrook Results
Overall Winner
Frank O'Sul!ivan, Hermitage (21) - 42pts
Class 1
First: Sean johnston, Charleville (13) - 38pts
Second: Paddy O'Brien, Dungarvan (12) - 36pts
Class 2
First: Dan Dowling, Forrest Little (16) - 38pts
Second: Eamon Murphy, Edmonstown (17) - 38pts
Class 3
First: Michael Keating, Waterford (18) - 33pts
Second: jim Ffrench, Slade Valley (21) - 32pts
Front Nine: Che Barnwell, Ashbourne (8) - 18pts
Back Nine: Richard Keating, Waterford (18) - 20pts
NEXT OUTING - Tullamore Golf Club: 20 May 1999.
Above: Fergus Madigan,
President, Mitsubishi Electric
and loe Dolan, at the
reception to announce details
of this year's Mitsubishi
Electric loe Dolan Golf
Classic which raises money
for St lukes and
Co-Operation Ireland.
Mitsubishi ElectriC
announced details of this
year's Mitsubishi ElectriC
joe Dolan Golf Classic at
a reception in Dublin
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Fulton Boilers meets HTM2031 Standard
The new Fulton Clean Steam boiler is an electrically-powered unit designed specifically to provide
clean steam to the recommendations of HTM 2031, for compliance with Euro Norm S54.
Announcing the new boiler, Jim Byrne of distributors Concord Boiler Engineering said: "To comply
with the quality-assurance directive, pyrogen-free steam is now essential for the manufacture of
medical devices/products and sterilisation services. When medical equipment/products are sterilised
using steam, water droplets which can contain pyrogens are left on the surface of the sterilised load
as it cools. If the equipment is used for
invasive surgery, this can lead to post-
operative fevers and traumas".
Cleaning up conventional plant steam can
be very expensive, is not always successful,
and requires a high level of service
monitoring and maintenance.
Independent Clean Steam generation is
the future, according to Byrne. The 75kW
Fulton Clean Steam boiler is based on the
proven electric flash steam principle and is
designed for high-demand, short-term,
peak loads of up to 300 kg/h.
The boiler is manufactured from 316
stainless steel and all internal surfaces are
electro-polished to provide a corrosion-
resistant surface. The boiler is designed to
operate in conjunction with a minimum of
RO quality water, which is preheated in a
temperature-controlled feedwater tank to
ensure that the feedwater non-
condensable gases are reduced to a minimum, and bacterial growth is prevented.
The tank is fitted with temperature and level alarms and interlocks to shut down the boiler should
significant temperature variations be detected. The boiler is PLG-controlled and includes operator
display graphics, full diagnostics, and a serial port to allow optional remote display and alarm. 24 DC
electronics are used for control circuits and all high current devices are thyristor controlled for zero
current switching and full proportional control.
Fulton also manufactures a compatible Pure Water Plant which filters feed-water to 0.25 microns.
Contact: Jim Byrne, Concord Boiler Engineering. Tel: 01 - 452 2727/8/9.
which enables Linea Max
to be installed almost
anywhere.
In addition, the Linea
Max incorporates the
following energy-efficient
features:
- Hot water pre-heat cycle
which guarantees instant
hot water delivery;
- Anti-cycle device which
prevents wasteful on/off
firing;
- Electronic ignition which
means no wasteful pilot
light or permanently-
running fan.
Contact: Paddy Scriven,
General Manager, Vokera
(Ireland). Tel: 056 55055.
The Linea Max floor-standing
combi boiler from Vokera.
installation;
- Built-in filling loop
which removes need for
insta lIers to purchase
additional part;
- Comprehensive fault-
diagnostic display able to
identify up to six modes;
- Simple "plug-in"
timeclock operation which
saves installers unnecessary
hassle and time;
- Built-in frost protection
which ensures no risk of
damage to appliance or
property;
- Versatile f1ueing system
870mm, a width of
600mm, and a depth of
585mm. "It combines
power and performance
with the stylish design that
is characteristic of the
Linea range", says Paddy
Scriven, General Manager,
Vokera (Ireland) Ltd.
Developed to ensure easy
installation and servicing,
the Linea Max offers a
number of technical
benefits, including:
- Unique pre-plumbed
"slide-in" system for easy
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Pensions and the Self-Employed
*Chris Harding is a Canada life
Financial Adviser.
He can be contacted at
lel: 01 - 614 1000 or
01 - 2857617.
Last February the Minister for Finance
announced improvements for the self-employed
and controlling directors in relation to pensions
and pension contributions. These changes
include more tax relief on contributions and
more investment choice at retirement. The result
is that pensions are more attractive than ever,
writes Chris Harding*.
Increased tax relief
From 6 April 1999, tax relief on personal
pension contributions is increased as follows:-
Age New max contributions for Tax
relief (as % of net relevant
earnings)
30 or under 15%
30-39 20%
40-49 25%
50+ 30%
The 30% limit is also available to certain
occupations regardless of age, where early
retirement is the norm and careers are short-
lived. Examples of such occupations currently
covered are athletes, golfers, jockeys and rugby
players.
Earning Cap
However, there is now a cap on the taxable
earnings that you can claim tax relief against.
This cap kicks in at earnings of £200,000.
Maximum retirement age
The maximum permitted retirement age is to be
increased from 70 to 75. This applies to both
existing and new pension arrangements.
Contributions may continue to be made up to
age 75.
More options at retirement
When you retire, you now have a choice in what
you want to do with the fund you have
accumulated. As before, you can take a tax-free
lump sum of 25% of the value of the
accumulated fund. If you wish, you can buy a
lifetime annuity with the balance.
However, as an alternative to an annuity, you
may put the money into an approved retirement
fund (ARF). The first £50,000 of the fund must
be placed into an Approved Minimum
Retirement Fund (AMRF). Withdrawals that
reduce the balance below £50,000 may not be
made from this fund before age 75.
There are, however, a number of circumstances
where the individual does not have to set up an
AMRF. These are if the individual is aged 75, has
purchased an annuity worth at least £50,000, or
if the pensioner has a guaranteed lifetime
income of at least £1 0,000 per annum arising
from the state pension, occupational pensions
and annuities.
Investment of AMRF/ARF
These funds may be invested with an "approved
investment body". This will include insurance
companies, banks and deposit-taking
institutions, and other investment managers.
The pensioner may transfer funds among
managers.
You make take some, or all, of the excess in
cash, subject to income tax. Investments in your
ARF/AMRF will have tax deducted by the
investment body. Withdrawals will be subject to
income tax.
Note: This information is based on the current
understanding of the changes to the 1999
Finance Bill as announced by the Minister for
Finance in February 1999.
With Profits Pensions with Guarantees
The 1997 Annual Conference of the Irish
Association of Pension Funds highlighted a
recent experience where the Irish employees of
a multinational technology-based firm were
offered a choice of pension fund investment
vehicles as part of a flexible approach to
employee benefits. The result was that 120 out
of 125 eligible employees opted initially for a
guaranteed investment facility, rather than a
unit-linked managed fund approach.
While With Profit/Guaranteed type of investment
vehicles have always been popular with pension
plan holders of older ages, the experience
quoted shows the need to incorporate secure
growth options into pension packages designed
for both group and individuals over all age
profiles.
So, where guarantees are important, considering
a "with profits" fund could be worthwhile.
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BTU GOLF NEWS
Bob Daly, Valve C ntrol Systems and Captain Frank Somers with Garvan
Evans, 3rd, Class 3.
Bob Daly, Valve Control Systems and Captain Frank Somers
congratulating Vincent Broderick who won the front nine.
John Lavelle, winner, Class 1, receiving his prize from Captain Frank
Somers. On left is Bob Daly of Valve Control Systems.
Matchplay Event
The top 32 golfers at The Island qualified to participate for
the Eurofluid Handling Systems Ltd sponsored Matchplay
event, and the following is the Round Draw.
John Lavelle v Dan Chambers
Gerry Tobin v Ray Byrne
Brian Kearney v Dave Cranston
Tony O'LeaTY v John Littlefield
Garvin Evans v Sean Smith
Des Prendergast v Tony Delaney
Bob Daly v John Lawlor
Mick Wyse v Bernard Costello
Liam Stenson v Mick Carroll
Larry McGettrick v Joe Warren
Jim olan v jim Smith
Mick Morrissey v Mick Matthews
Brendan Bracken v Brendan Keaveny
jim Duggan v Gerry Phelan
Mick Kennedy v Vincent Broderick
Aubrey Moriarty v Ger Hutchinson
Full Handicap Difference applies. All matches to be
played before the St Margaret's outing. Winner to
confirm result by fax to Gerry Tobin on 01 - 836 7014,
or 'phone 087 - 258 8495. Overall winner Brendan Bracken admiring his prize which Bob Oaly of
Valve Control Systems is about to present to him. Captain Frank Somers
is on the right.
Next Outing: Next golf outing, St Margaret's Golf Club, Tuesday 4 May 1999. For timesheet contact:
John Lawlor at Tel: 01 - 451 1244.
SpGmored by Valve Control Systems Ltd.
Avery successful first outing at the BTU Golf Society took place
on Tuesday, 6th April, at the Island Golf Club. Special thanks to
Bob Daly of Valve Control Systems Ltd for their generous
sponsorship and splendid array of prizes on the day.
Despite the difficult conditions, scoring was of a good
standard, as can be seen by the following results:
Flnt Overall: Brendan Bracken (13) - 37pts
Class 1: 1st - John Lavelle (9) - 33pts
2nd - Ger Hutchinson (7) - 32pts
3rd - Michael Morrissey (9) - 32pts
Class 2: 1st - Dave Cranston (16) - 34pts
2nd - Joe Warren (12) - 34pts, Back 9
3rd - Michael Wyse (12) - 33pts
Class 3: 1st - Bob Daly (17) - 34pts
2nd - Larry McGettrick (20) - 32pts, Back 9
3rd - Garvin Evans (20) - 32pts
Front Nine: 1st - Vincent Broderick - 19pts
2nd - Mick Kennedy - 18pts, Last 6
Back Nine: 1st - Jim Duggan - 17pts
2nd - Tony GilIen - 16pts, Last 5
Nearest the Pin on 9th hole: Ger Hutchinson
Longest Drive on 18th hole: Bernard Sweeney
Visitors Prize - 1st: Liam Oonan (15) - 35pts
2nd: Mick Craddock (6) - 34pts
Special Prize ('Most Golf played') - Tom Scott
BTU at the Island
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e Vokera Mynute.
For a small boiler, the Vokera Mynute has
some big advantages.
Because it's a system boiler with all the
components in one case, there's no need to go
to the trouble of installing expansion tanks,
separate pumps -and all the necessary pipework.
The circulating pump, safety valve, by-pass,
automatic air vent and expansion vessel are all
built in - meaning installation time is not wasted
assembling separate components.
Designed for sealed systems, filled from
either a direct mains connection or a tank, the
Mynute is available in a wide range of outputs -
from 6 to 28kW (20,472 to 95,536 Btu).
Add an unrivalled back up service and
customer support, delivered by Vokera's own
team of directly employed engineers, and it's
easy to see why the Mynute is making it big.
For more information about the Mynute range,
send the coupon or call Vokera Ireland sales
department on 056 55055.
Putting the accent on quality.
BSNl
Postcode
Company
Vokera Ireland, West Court, Callan, Co. Kilkenny. Tel: 056 55055. Fax: 056 55060.
Address
Name
.....-.._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---
Please send me further details on the Vokera Mynute range.
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4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBUN 12
Tet: 01-452235514522229 Fax: 4516tl19
E-mail: manolhermOllnel.le
U 28 BANBRIDGE ENTERPRISE CENTRE
SCARVA RD IND. EST., BANBRIDGE BT32 3QD, CO.DOWN
Tet: 018206 62290 Fax: 018206 6ll99O
E-mail: SllleaOmanolherm.fr.serve.co.uk.
Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
MA OTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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